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The monadic second-order theory of ordinals <w
2






We will present here a method for-deciding the truth of monadic
second-order sentences in [a,<], for all ~ < w
2
. (Theorem 3.8);
we also show that the MT of all well-orders < w
2
is decidable
(Corollary 3.9). These results are cited in the Notices of the
American Math Society and in [Bu]. A discussion of some pro-
perties of the MT[a,<] (the monadic second-order theory of [~,<])
for ~. < w2 is included, e.g. which are MT-categorical, finitely
MT-axiomatizable, and which ones are MT~equivalent (Theorems 3.6
and 3.7). We use the ideas, techniques and notation of [BUchi].
Shelah in ISh] has subsequently obtained similar results using
a nondeterministic method. As our method uses a deterministic
approach we get added information.
To show that MT[~,<J is decidable for tt < w
2
' it is natural
to mimic the proof of the decidability of countable well-orderings
( [Bu] Section 4). It is then desirable to start with the same
transition system as in [Bli] Section 4, adding K1[supfZ,Zz]
as a transition condition for wI-limits, and use the techniques of
[B ti] Section 6 to extend the subset-construction uniformly to
all' a < w2 • However, we will show (Section 1) that for any such
This work was supported by Grant No. GJ-980 from the National
Science Foundation (U.S.A.)
•transition system there is no deterministic system of the same
form which accepts the same input. To remedy the situation we
show how to construct a deterministic system of equal behavior
but with a more complicated transition condition at wI-limits
involving relativized filters of cofinal-closed sets. In order
to prove a complementation lemma we then must get rid of the
relativized quatifiers--thus yielding a non-deterministic system.
As we use splicing and the fact. that GZ/9~ is atomless for any
wI-limit z (Corollary 1.10), we will require the axiom of
choice, ACY (v = 200 ) •.w1
3 •
•
1. The relativized filters of cofinal-closed sets
n, where n is Xl-accessible (i.e. wI-accessible if
in particular we will be interested in the relativized
These lattera.is a set cofinal inuwhere





filters will be useful for technical reasons when we extend our
decision procedure up to w2 -
the sequel will W thus and forIn we assume AC -- 'I = wI'W
any wO-inaccessible limit ordinal a. let 9~ be the set of all
those subsets of a which contain a cafinal-closecl set, i.e.
(1)
The following are proved exactly as in IBu] Section 5.
Lemma 1.1: Suppose n is an wO-inaccessible limit ordinal. If
Xi,i < Wo are cofinal-closed subsets of n, then so is
x = n x ..
. 1
1<uJO
Theorem 1.2: For any wO-inaccessible limit a, the class 9~ is
an wo-filter on ga. Equivalently, 0~(X; X E 9~} is an wO-ideal
in the Boolean algebra of all subsets of a.
Remark 1.3: If ~ f wo ' then X is cofinal ~ if and only if
the derivative X' (: set of all limits of members of X) is
cofinal, and therefore, cofinal-closed a. Also X is
cofinal a. just in case X' E a.~l·
4.
Remark 1.4: If a, <;=W1 ' there is an wI-sequence P of wO-lirnits
which is cofinal-closed ~.
Proof: If a. <= wI' there is an wI-sequence Q cofinal a.. Take
P = Q' n a. and the result £ol1""s by Remark 1. 3.
Q.E.D.
Remark 1.5: Let Z be a map from an wa-inaccessible limit ~ to
a finite set of states, K. At most one state of Z occurs cofinal-




D = SUP~z. In fact (using Remark 1.4) there is a
x a.Q such that Qx .~. x ~ Wa A SUPOz = S~POZ.
To facilitate subsequent discussion we make the following
convention:
convention: Throughout this paper it is assumed that x ranges
over wo-limits and unless stated otherwise that z ranges over
in our language by AccO(x) and Accl(z)
We can do this as and Z c= WI are definable'
(see [Bu]·Section 1).
Ideally, we would like to have a subset-construction for
ordinals < w2 which is exactly like that for countable ordinals
([BU] Lemma 4.4). Namely,
For any transition-system r = [H'~O'~lJ of form
5.
(2) ~~(X,Z):
with initial condition E[-J and te~inal condition L[e] one
can construct an automata A = [a,F'~O'~lJ of form
(3) YO = a A Yt' = F[Xt,Yt] A Yx = ~o[sup~] A yz = ~l[suP~Y]
with terminal condition L ' [.] such that, for any ~ < w
2
and
any input X[O,~], [E,r,L] accepts X if and only if [A,L']
accepts X, i.e. (az) E[ZO] A rg(x,z) A L[Z~] holds just in case
the recursion A applied to X yields a final state Za such
that L' [Z~].
The following simple counterexample shows that this is only
X EClearlyCounterexample:
possible in a very strange set theory:
wlh " (az). (1ft)zt
Thus if the above claim were true we could find a,F,..&-O'i!. such thatwl
(n). YO F[Xt,yt] x
wlX E 91 = = a A Yt' = A Yx = .bO[suPOY] A £[suPl Y].
Wl WFor such Y, let D = sUPo Y. By remark 1.5, [x; sUP~ = D) E 9/wl Wand so [x; ¥x = .bO[D]} E 91 Consequently sUPlly = [~O[D}}.
From this we have,
is not
Wl
X ~ 91 - (ay).yo = a A Yt' = F[Xt,Yt] A Yx = .bo[sup~y] A
WI WI WI
where £'[suPO Y] is ~£[[.bO[suPO Y]J]. Thus ~ 91 is express-




prime which is the case by [BU] Theorem 5a6 if
then by [Bli] Remark 5.5 we have a contradiction.
To remedy the situation we replace the condition yz = ~l[supfYJ
[
. L l Z L ,Z ]in (3) by the more complicated yz = ~l SUp~y,SUPl y, •••• sup1n y
Liz
where the Li ['] are matrices and the sUPl Yare the sups
L. ,Z
which correspond to the relativized filters, 91~ So what is
called for now is some discussion of the relativized filters.
Let 0. be an wO-inaccessible limit and let U be cofinal (t.
We define g~'o. to be the filter of cofinal-closed sets relativized
to U. i.e. X E g~'o. is defineJ by relativi zing formula (1) to
U in the manner described in rau] Section 1.
We now give some definitions useful in discussing nU,o.
~l . If
(x. ,i < A) is an increasing sequence in u, then the U-lirnit of.1
the x. 's is defined in the obvious l' U <"x).Ux A x > lirnx .way, lorn x. =1 i<). lo i<). 1
(such an x exists as U is cofinal (tl • If V c U, then the
U derivative of V ~ ~,VIU,~, is the set of all U-lirnits of
members of V n~. We also use the notation V'~ for V'~'~, i.e.
VI n a. The following remark is an obvious consequence of the
above definitions.
Remark 1. 6, If VC u. U cofinal 0.. and 0. 'I wo '. then
(a) V'~ n U c v,U,a.
(b) V' a. c U • ::l. V,o. = V,U,a.
Note that if U 15 cofinal ~, then 9i'~ is the set of
all those subsets of Ura which contain a set that is cofinal-





' c. .If • 1.e.
that if U
As usual, ~~,a is the ideal which corresponds to
~~.a = [Xi X E 9i,a}. We also make the convention
is not canfinal a, then 9~,a is the empty filter.





(:;rU, c.t ) Zt1
supi'o.z
,
z nun c. E 9~' 0.
= smallest D, such that
(yU,c.t)Zt ED
1
It should be noted that these satisfy the properties stated in
[ B U ] Lemma 5.8. The following lemma is just what is needed to
handle the technical details of the next section.
Lemma 1.7: Let a be an wO-inaccessible limit and suppose
E cr. Th E Y,c. - E ,c.XSY 91 • en X 91 .=. X ~1·
Proof: First suppose X E 9Y 'C. Thus, we have a US X with1 .
U cofinal-closed Y,a.. As U is cofinal Y and Y is cOfinal
cr., it follows that U is cofinal c.. Hence U,c. is cOfinal closed
B.
•
a, and since Y E 9~ it follows that
(a) u,a n Y E 9~' By Remark 1.6 we know that u,a nyC u·Y,a. As
U is closed in Y'~ we get U,Y,~ S U C X, and so
(b) U· a n yc X. By (a) and (b) we have i:< This argu-X E h.
shows that E ii,a ::> X a In the next paragraphment X E 91 , we
complete the proof by showing X E 9~ ::> X E ii,a
Suppose Therefore, there is a u S X with u
cofinal-closed a. As U is cafinal a, and Y is cofina! a it
follows that U is cofinal Y,a. Since U is closed in a we
know that (el u,o. c u. As uc X cy we have u,o. c Y and so
by Remark 1.6, (d) u,a = u,Y,a.. From (e) and (d) we get
u,Y,a. cu and consequently U is cofinal-closed in Y,a..- '
Since US x, it follows that X E Gi,a.
Q.E.D.
Corollary 1.8: Let a be an wO-inaccessible limit and suppose
Y E Then X n Y lE I'e..Y,Q.VI -
The proof of the complementation lenuna which we will give
uses the assumption that for any WI-accessible a W9~ has no
atoms. Consequently we assume ACY (y = 2w) and use the UlarnWI
argument of [BU-] - Theorem 5.6 to get the following result.
Theo'rem 1. 9 . CAe): Let ~ be an WI-accessible limit. Every
non-null element of ~9~ has breadth WI. That is, in any
U ~ o~ there are WI-many disjoint Ui ~ O~.
9.
Proof: By Remark 1.4 there is an wI-sequence P of wa-limits.
Thus [F,<J ~ [w1 ,<] (Note: i - w·i is an isomorphism
[wl .<] ~ [[A,A < wl}.<l. Let U e 0~. Then by Corollary 1.B,
un p E Oi'~. Using the above isomorphism and [Buehi] Theorem
5.6, there are wI-many disjoint U
i
in U n P such" that
Ui e ~i,a. Since Ui = Ui n P, by Corollary 1.8 these Ui e O~ .
Q.E.D.
atomless Boolean algebra.
Corollary 1.10 (AC): For any wI-accessible limit is an
10·,
8. The modified subset-construction extended Q2!Q ID2-
The subset-construction we present here will be modeled after
that of [Bul" Section 4 with changes as indicated in the last section.
Once again our proof will use McNaughton's construction, as well
and for any wI-accessible a, ga/g~ has no atom.
as the ideas of [Bul Section 6. We will be using ACY so
OJ '1
Throughout this section individual variables range over w2'
and all lemmas are about the following transition-system (without
initial and terminal conditions).
(1) v v v· xru(X,Z}: (vt}uH[xt,zt,zt'] A (VX)u ~o[supoZ,ZX]
v' z
A (VZ)u ~l[suPlz.zz]
An X[u,vJ-run of r is a sequence Z(u,vJ such that r~(X,Z);
it is from a to b if Zu = a and Zv = b: it is C-exact if
{Zu; u ~ t < vl = C. For a given input X we are interested in
the sets se,e of all states b which can be reached fromu v, c
by a C-exact run. Thus, for u < v we have,
(2 ) [b: ~Z[u,v].Zu
A [zt; u ~ t < vJ = CJ
11.
SuV and the merging relations u~v(t) I u~v(-x), U - vet) are
defined as in [B~].
Our main task is to find for each W2-sequence X a finite-
state recursion which uniformly defines the sequence Su The
recursion (8) of [Bu] Section 4 tells us how to define Su t for
t = 0, t a successor, and t ~ w .
o We need to add to these,
recursions for s· z in case z ~ wI" These will be modeled
u
after the first formula of (6) in [Bu] Section 6. Later in this






where L1[ZtJ, ..• ,Ln[Zt] are matrices and SUp~,Zy is defined
to be SUp~,Zy where U = {t; L[Zt]}. Our object is to show
that the first coordinate of y,yO, defines the sequence SO'
We make the following inductive assumption:
Inductive Hypothesis: For all t < a we have yOt = Sot
where Y is defined by (3).
t < w2 . We start by stating a
The proof is the same as for
We will henceforth assume that a <
the inductive hypothesis, and then show
proves that yOt = Sot for all
new version of [Bu) L~nma 6.1.
is fixed and satisfies
= S a. This theno
[Bu] Lemma and uses the inductive hypothesis and Remark 1.5.
Lemma 2.1: Let a < W be any ordinal which satisfies the
inductive hypothesis. Let X[O,z)
u < Z. There is a unique state Su
be any input, w + z <
1
such that (VfylSuY =
a, and
Remark 2.2: Let X be arbitrary and let wI ~ z.
. 12 ..
•There 1S a
finite set W such that A (1\~Y)Y::::w(-z), (v~y) V Y:::: w(-z), and
wEW wEW
v,w E W A v # w .~. v ~ w{-z). In fact for any such W
wI-sequence P of
is cofinal-closed in
v,W E W A v # w .~. Pv n Pw = O.
there is an
p = U P
wEW W
v<y"Py" • =:I. V
Wo -limits and sets Pw
z, W E W => Pw EE O~,
'" w(y), and
such that
Proof: We know z (-z) is an .equivalence of finite index. Some of
the classes will occur non-null in the sense of ~~, i.e. EE ~~. Let
W be a system of representatives of these classes. Clearly W
satisfies the first set of properties stated in the remark.
Thus there is a set P and for each W E W there are sets P
w
such that (a) pwJ @ ~, (b) Y E Pw:::>Y , w(-z), and (c)
P = U P E~~. By (c) and Remark 1.4 we may assume (d) P is
wEW w
a cofinal-closed wI-sequence of wo-limits. As v,w E WI\V t:w
.;:1. V = w(-z), by (b) we may further assume (e) v,w E W 1\ v t: w
1" < '"-1·induction over
• :::>. P n P = O•v w Now define y.,w.,t.1 1 1 by the following
Yo = (IlY) .Py
w. = (uw) .w E W " PwYi1.
t. = (Il t ) ·Yi '" Wi (t)1
Y'+1 = (IlY) .Py " t i < Y1.












P y.,w. E w,
wi 1 1
by (b) Yi - wi (-z)
y" '" w. (t.)
111
Pyi+l,ti < Yi+l
hence Yi ~ Wi (Yi+l)
Py, as Pyi and (d)
13.
As {Yi ; i < w1}u acofinal c·losed subset of P we may
assume P = {Yii i ~ wl}~ Suppose that w E W, v < y, Pwv
and Py. So there are i < j such that and
v = Yi E pw.
~
V"" w(y).
and v E Pw' we have by (e) that = w. Hence
Q.E.D.
Let W be an index set and let SO) and for each W E w, let Sw be
"states of the
of r.
Su type; we define the following set of states
(4) -
.=: • v
A D1 ~ s~,c A Q ~ D1 X W A Q onto D1




We have now come to the main step in the proof of the subset-con-
struction. Let satisfy the induction hypothesis, wI ~ Z < n,
u < z, and X be any input. Then,
(5) .=. v. /\ (1f~Y)Y '" w(-z) A (v~y)V y'" w(-z) 1\
W wEW wEW
14.
Proof: Suppose first that b E se,e zu • There is a run Z[u,zJ
such that Zu = c, r~(x,z), Zz = b, and {Zt; u ~ t < z) ~ c.
Let Do = sup~z, and 0 1 = sUP~z. Then clearly Do £ c, and as
'" z and Z is a run of r ending in So
Pe , such
9~' and (d)
P is acofinal-closed WI-sequence of wo-limits.
By the definition of
(c)
e E D1 A PeY .~. Zy = e. Using Remark 1.4
'<'1 [D1 ,b J.





P = U Pe E
eED1
we may assume
Now we define Yi by induction on i < WI"
Yo = 4.Jy).Py A Do S;; {Zt; u ~ t < yJA (vt)~Zt E Do exists as P cafinal









Note that each Yi E Pi in particular this holds at limits i
because P is closed. As {Yi; i < WI} is a cofinal-"
closed subset of P, we may assume
P = {Yii i < WI} without losing the above properties of Pi
tiona1 facts (e) v < Y A Pv A
the new P 'se being WI] n Pe - So we have the addi-
Py .::>. {Zt, v ~ t < y} = Do' and
(f) Py::> {zt; u ~ t < y} = C. Because of (el we clearly have
sup~z = Do for every x E p'z Since plZ is still cofinal-closed
15.
pi Z.s;: P zand we may choose P' as the new P and redefine the
Pe' Without losing any of the old facts, we now have Px ::> sup~z = ° .0
As Z is a run of "'0' by (c,d) we therefore pee that, (g),
e E 01 ::> "'o[Do,e].
By Remark 2.2 there is a finite set W and sets P'Pw such
that (h) w E W ::> Pw lE ()~, (i) P =
. (j) v < y ~ P v ~ Py .::>. v '" w (y) •w .
U P is cofinal-closed in z,
wEW W
By Lemma 2.1 we have an so'
and for each W E W an sw' such that {v~y)SuY ~ So and
S Y = s •
U 0 "
is finite, by (i) we may assume (k)= s •w As W
Awew SwY ~ 5 •W
Zru,zl is a run of H''''O'!(l and Zu = c,
e E s~,CY. As Y E P we have by (k)
c,C
This argument proves (t)So •e Eand sothat
we have by definition (2),
Suppose e E DI - By (h, i) we have P n Pe EE O~, and therefore
there is aYE P n Pe - By (e,f), (Zt; u ~ t < y} = C, and by Cd) ,we







This argument shows that




_: .<.e,W> E QNow define
Q ~ Dr x W. Suppose
z
Pe n Pw ~ 0 1 - Hence <e,w>
jects onto DI - Similarly,
Thus, (m) Q ~ Dl x W, Q onto Dl
, Q onto w.
Assume <e,W> E Q and dEDI. Then
there is a v E Pe n Pw• By (b,i) P n Pd
e E PI' W E W, and
ze 0 1 , and hence there
.,
16.
is aYE Pa n Pa with v < y. Using (c.e), this yields
(Zt, v ~ t < y] = Do' By (d) we have Zv = e and Zy = d.
Hence, as Z[u,z] is a run of H,.'(o''(o' it follows
by (2) , that d
e,Do As v E Pw ' P, andE Sv y. Y E v <y we
get by (j) that v:::w(y). Therefore S y = SwY' But by (k)v
SwY and d
e,Do e,Do We have thus sho\offi that= sw' so E Sw Y = s .w •
d E
se,Da for any <e,w> E Q. I.e., (n) <e,w> E Q ::J D1 S;;
se,De
w w
By (a,g,t,rn,n) it follows that
Thus with (i,k) we obtain (0)
b E BC,C[sO' (sw'w E W]].
E BC'C[SuY'(SwY'w E W]].
From b E we have now found S1,1ch that (h, i,o)
and therefore the right side of (5) holds.
We now suppose the right side of (5) holds and show that
b ~ s~,Cz. First note that as O~
V (:;r~t) 6. From this and the
0 0 '°1,0






assumption that the right side
of (5) holds, there is a finite Wand
V (:3"~Y) ::: w(-z) A (v~y) V y ::: w(-z), (q)
wEW wEW
e E D1 ::J '<"o[Do,e], '<"1[D1 ,b], (s) YEP
P, Do, D1 ,Q such that (p)
- z
P e (}1' Do J:; C, (r)
o se,e
:J 1 E u y,
Q ~ D1 x W,Q onto D1 ,Q onto W, and (t)e,D
- 0<e,w> E Q AYE P .::J. D1 S Sw y. Let W = (w, w E W A
(vv)w. Wv::J v::: w(-z)] and let Q = (<e,w>' w E W A (~). v E W A
~;v> E Q ~ v ~ w(-z)}. Clearly, Wand Q satisfy all the
above properties- of Wand Q respectively. We therefore
•
may further assume (u) v,w E W A v # w .~. v ~ w(-z). From
(p,u) and the second part of Remark 2.2, there is an wl-
17 .
sequence P of wo-limits and sets Pw ' such that (v)
e'W Pw
z (w) P is cofinal closed in (x)w ::J El: °1 , P = U z.
wew w
v <Y A Py A PwY .::J. v::: w(y), and (y) v,wEWl\v ,lw .::J P n P = O.v w
By (q.w) we may also assume (z) P£ P.
z
(v)Now we use the fact that 1k/91 has no atoms. Because of
we can split each Pw into an"arbitrary finite number of disjoint
So for each W E w there are setsnon-null parts.
that .Pw = U
<.e,W>'EO
Pe,w (a non-empty union since Q
P suche.w
projects onto
Pd = O. By (w,x,y) we now.have (y') <e,w> ~ <d,v> E Q::::l,w
'w) , (Vi) <e,w> E Q .::::l. P EE OZl' ande,w • ::J. P ne.w
P n Pd = O.e,w IV (w')p = u P
<"i!,w>eQ e,w
is cofinal closed, and
(x' ) «l.w> e Q AV<Y/\ P v A Py • ::J. V - w(y).-e,w
By induction on i < WI' we now define a subsequence of the
WI-sequence P .which is cofinal closed in z.
Yo = (uY) Py exists by (q)
Yi+l = (uy)Py A Y > Yi exists by (q)
i ¥i< Yi+l' Pyi+l
hence by (z)Pyi+l




as .• as and
18.
By (Wi ,y') each element of P belongs to exactly one of the
p -e,w So for each i < wI there are e. ,w1 i such that
(aa) and (bb) <e,w> E Q A P v.e,W"' ~ .=>. e
= e ..
1
As Q ~ D1 X W, by (aal we also have (ee) e i E D1 •
Since Yo E P, by (x,cc) Thus, there is_ a c-
exact run Z(u,yoJ of r from c to By (aa) <e. ,w.> E Q, 1 1
it follows that
Yi+l E P, and
(x' )As Yi+l E P,y~ < Yi+l' fromand
y, '" w. (y'+l)-111 Hence, Sw,Yi+l = Sy.Yi+l- Now
1 1e. ,D
therefore by (t,ce), ~1'+1 E S 1 0 Thus
Wi Yi+l- e i +1 E
and consequently there is a Do-exact run Z[Yi'Yi+l] from e i to
e i +1 - Note that the runs Z[Yi'Yi+1] and Z[Yi+1'Yi+2] have
equal states, e i +1 , at Yi+l' and similarly eo occurs as state
ZYo - in both Z[u'Yo ] and Z[Yo 'Y1 ]- As Do ~ C, these partial
runs can be spliced together to form a C-exact run Z[u,z). Since
the splicing places form an wI-sequence Which is cofinal-
closed in z (ryi ] i<w1
We still must show that
~ y = lim y.), this run has no gaps., . 1
, 14'
Z(u,z) is a run of r.
Clearly, Z satisfies the transition-conditions H'~o'Kl
Y
at every place other than Y
A
• As SUPOAZ = Do and
e,.E D1 by (eel, it follows from (r) that
Y
therefore 'Co[SUPq 'Az,ZY).]. Since wo :$ YA
,




of r. It remains to show that the run can be completed to
19.
zZ[u,z]. We define Zz = b and show ~l[suPIZ,bJ. Since we
already know ~l[Dl,b], it suffices to prove sup~z = 01 -
This will be done in the remaining two-paragraphs.
Suppose first that e E 01 - Because Q projects onto Dl ,
there is a W -E W such that <e,w> E Q. As (Yi: i < WI) is
cofinal-closed in z, by (v I ) we have {yi ~ i <- WI} n Pe, w EE ()~.
r;et Yi E P • From (bb) it follows that e = e. , and sincee.w ~
ZYi = e i we have fYi' i < wl) n Pe,w £. [t: Zt = eJ. Hence




Now suppose z . There is "a U IE O~ such thate E suP1Z.
Ut ~ zt = e. As {Yi: i < WI} is cofinal closed in z, we have
Un {Yi; i < wlr~ ~~. Hence, there is a Yi E U. So ZYi = e.
But we already know that ZYi = e i - Thus e = e i E Dl by (ee).
This argument shows sup~z.s: DI -
Q.E.D.
At first glance formula (5) is a bit nicer than the corres-
ponding formulasin Sections 3 and 40f [B{i].~-This is because the reference
to the propositional expression B is isolated, and therefor.e the
piggyback expressions Qu,w aren1t needed. But, unfortunat£ 1y
a new problem arises. It is not hard to see that (:;r~y)yZw(- .. l .,.
(:;r~t) (:;ry)y - w(t). Thus, the formula which corresponds
to .(5) of IBu] Section 4 does not holds. We-will see that in our
..,
~o.
effort to remedy this situation, it is once again necessary to
use the piggyback device.
and V be a (finite) sequence of representatives,
of all the equivalence classes of ~ (-z) in their natural order.
Clearly,
(~) y < Z _=>_ vv 1n v y =v(-z)
. v,w in V A v ~ w .~. v ~ w(-z)
For any such sequence V we may define the following sequences
"by induction:
1\v in V Y > v
t, = Cut). V Y v (t)







Assume this induction halts at the limit ordinal a: i.e.
z =
The'
~~ t i • Define YV = (Yi' i <~} and TV = (t i ' i < ~}.
following lemma is just what we need to get rid of the (~~y)
quantifier from formula (5).
,
Lemma 2.3: Let and V be a sequence of representatives
of all the equivalence classes of ~ (-z) in their natural order.
Then for any w in V,
Proof: As Y. v is clearly cofinal-closed in
Therefore, by COrollary 1. 8 it follows that
z
z, we have Yv E PI-
z
[Y' Y :::: w (-z)} EE "-1 " [Y' Y E Yv " Y '" w (-z)} EE
~V'Z
":L
Now, i _ Yi is an isomorphism <s,< > ~ <~,< >~ consequently,
[Y:, Y E Yv " Y '" w(-z)}
Assume Yi ~ w(-z). By (7), there is a v in V such that
Yi - veti"~ and so w ~ v(-z). As w is in V, from (6) it
follows that v = w. Hence Yi z w(t i ). We have thus shown
y. '" w(-z) ~ y. _ w(t.).
~ ~. ~
we have Yi '" w(-z) " Yi
fact that [1, i < ~ " i
equivalence,
Since the other implication is trivial,
_ w(t i ). From this and the general
is a limit} E pr we have the
22.
Assume y _ w(t.) and y E. Tv' Since y E TV.' there is a ,.~
such that y= lim t .• Thus Y = Y,' Using (7) • there is a
j<>,. J
v in V such that y - vet,), Since y_w(t.) and y _v(t,)'
~
by (6) • we get w= v. Now by definition of the exact merging
y a Yi = YX and so
y - w(ti ) AYE TV}
relation _, we have t i = t~, and so i = ~ by (7). Hence
y, - wet,)' We have thus shown fi, (ay).
£ f,' y, - w(t,)}_ Since the other inclusion
is trivial we have,
Now i ~ t i is an isomorphism of <~,< > ~ ~V'< >, an~ there-
fore
y _ wet) A Y
Following the string of equivalences we get the desired result,
fY' Y -;::. w(-z)} EE "~,, ft, t E Tv A Cay) ·Y- wet) AYE TV} EE
Q.E.D.
Cox;o11ary 2..4: Let z c= wI and V be a sequence satisfying (6).
If W is a sub~equence of V, denoted- W~ V, then
23.




y - wet) ~ y E Tv
Proof: Let- V ~atisfy (6) and W c V. For each v in V let
Then by (6), z = U· pv in V v and
in V "vf.w Pv n P O. COnsequently, \..I w Pv
zv,W • :::>. = E h "w v ~n
v nM 'in W Pv
z and (a) (V~Y)w ~ wY .. w (-z) NVE (}l' so " win V
w not in W
z .
(alY)Y" w(-z). For each v in V, let ~ = [t, t E TV "
(gy).y - vet) " Y E TV.
Qv = etA' YA ., vetA)]·
,
From the proof of Lemma 8.3 we know that
T -,z
Then by (6) and (7), TV V =. v JJ" VQv and





(}l ,and therefore (b) (VI Y)w
N V TV'z. .
wWnJP i'n Weal t) (,ry).y - wet) " Y E TV·
follows from (a) and (b) by using Lemma 2.3.
V " v f. w .:::>. ~ n ~ = O.inv,w
-...
Q.E.D.
Our next step is to use Lemma 2.3 and its corollary to put
formula (5) into a form in which the piggyback device is appli-
cable. Let satisfy the induction hypothesis, wI ~ Z < a,









A (VIV· t) V (~) [y _ w (t)
win w
Looking at (8) it is· clear that in order to get a deterministic
expression for it will be necessary to find recursions
Which define the Yv and TV for V and ~hich are easily simulated
by ones which are finite-state. Using (6) and (7), it is easy to
see that if z c:o- W. 1 and V is a sequence for which (6) holds, then
Yv and TV satisfy the recursion:
Y :vI where - is last member ofV v the V
(9) Tvt .E. V (~) . Yvy A Y _ vet)
v "in V
• T tYvt .". V
Yv"- -=- (~~t)Tvt for any limit x
We now reintroduce the piggyback device in order to fix up
formula (8) and recursions (9). As in Section 3 an:14 of !aul we "define,
ryt : 4lv ) v ::: y(-t)
Ut · sequence of all ryt y <t· ,
(10) u ~ vet) · v in Ut, u the first in ut such that·
u::: vet)
Pvt · (r t· y < t A Y E Yv }· y'
l\rt · (r t· y <t A Y E TV}· y'
• 25 •
Lemma 2.5: Let Z COl wI- Then UZ satisfies (6) and YUz,Tuz
satisfy the following recursion.· t < z:
y ;;' where - last ofv = member UzUz
Tuzt " v iY Uz (~r) [r ,t v ~ r (t) A re Puzt]
. (11)
y t' ,,_TuztUz
YUZX " (~~t)Tuzt for any limit x
Proof: Using (10) it is obvious that Uz satisfies the properties
of V in (6). As the rest follows immediately from (9). all we
need to show is (a) v. (~r) [r ,t v ~
in Uz
ret) ArE Put]..z
The basic properties listed after (13) in [Blil Section 3 still apply
and will be used in the proof.
Assume Tuzt. From (9), the~e are v in Uz and Y E Y
uz
such that y ~ vet). By (10) v = rvz is the first in its class
modulo '" (-z). Thus, by (iii) we have v ... v (t). -As v is the




the w2-sequence U and for each finite
sequences Py and I\r defined by (10)
recursion (x is any limit) :
26.
-v ~v < y ~ t. Consequently, from (jw) and v < t we gat that
t ~ v (t). From t ~ vet) and y- v (t) it follows that y < t,
and therefore r = r t exists. By (i) , r~y<t and y::; r (-t).y
Since y- v (t), this yields v F r and r '" vet). Hence, by
(ii) and v - v(t), we now have v - ret). As y < t and y E Y
uz
'
by (10) r E Puzt. This shows that Tuzt implies the right side
of (a).
Now we assume the right side of (a) and show. that Tuzt. Thus,
there are v and r such that v in Uz,r # V, v - ret), and
r E Puzt. By (10), there i5"a y such that y < t, r = ryt, and
y E YUz ' Hence r '" yet) and v ~ r(t), so y'" vet). We have
already seen that v in Uz ~ v - vet). ·Thus, using (j) we have
rvt = v F r = ryt. Hence, by (iv) , 'y ~v(-t). So Y _ vet).
By (9) we now have Tuzt. This completes the proof of (a).
Q.E.D.
~e now give recursions for the piggyback components. That is,
sequence V, the w2-
satisfy the following
UO = empty I\r0 = 0
Ut' = remove from Ut all u t u(t), and add t at the end.
Ux = all u such that (v~t)u - u(t), in natural order.
(12) Pvt' = fr: (:;p)[r - pet) "p E Pyt] V [r = t E YyJl
PyX = fr, (v~t)r E Pyt}
27.
Rvt' = [r; (mP)[r ~ pet) APE Rvt} V [r = t E TV])
~ = [r; (v~t)r E Rvt)
The proof of the above is almost identical to that of (Bu] Lemma 4.3
and will be omitted. We next use the piggyback device to put
SuZ ' for wI-limits z, in a form which is more useful for our
purposes. Let n < w2 satisfy the induction hypothesis,
wI ~ z < cr, u < z, and X be any input. As Uz. satisfies (6),
by (8) and (10) we have,
b E _::- 1\
win
TUZ'Z
(~1 t). ("r) [r
W
(13) TUZ~ZA (V .
1 \I (~r)[r I w ~ ret)win W ArE ~z t]
Q (and alsou,w·where
4 (x here ranges over all
Q. k1,sequences Si,V,YJ,TJ,PJ,RJ , and
,
sequences Su' U, Yv ' TV' Pv ' and Qu,w
B[50 ,SJ) are defi~ed as in LBu] Section
We are now ready to set up a finite-state recursion for the w2-
which simulate the
limit~, except in the statement of
28.




.Ii (t) if i in Vt
VO = 15
Vt 0 = remove from . vt all i 4- i (t). add p (t) at end
Vx = all i such that (~t)i - i(t). i before j in case
(~t)[i before j]
o if i or k not in Vt







R 0 = 0
J .
if p (t) in J
ft' \I[t - h(t) A hE PJt]v[t = pet) A YJt]J
h .
if p(t) not in J
29.
Here the indic~s h,i,j,k,t range over [O, ..• ,g} and J,K
range" over finite sequences with distinct c~rnponents in [O, ••• ,g)
(g = the number of states of the Su's), eC'c = (el and
eC'c = 0 if C ~ 0, ~ is the empty sequence, and the following
abbreviations are used:
s.t : <S7'Ct : c a state of r, C a set of states of r>·1 1
Qi,kt : <o~,Ct; c a state of .r, C a set of states of r>
i ~ j (t) : j in Vt, and i is the first in Vt· such that
S.t = Sjt1
·0 (t) : the first i .:S: g, such that i 'not in Vt
.,,?c (t') . [b; Va E C A H[Xt,a,b] A a E S7'Ct v s~,c-[aJt).1 1a
[b; v. (·~t)k ~ k (t) A (ic:t) V. [j ~ k ~ j (t)
k J
A <b.j> E Q'?'kCt])
1,
II /I T ,z V: [b; J = Vz A V. 1\ (:;r '! t) [L ~ k ~ L (t) ALE RJt]
J !fl;;J kinK I L
T ,z V
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V[t;i j~ dt) AtE PJt]
t
Note that the recursion (14) has finitely. many components Si'V,YJ ,
Tj, PJ~ R
J
each taking on finitely many states. Thus, by the
remark on sup-conditions [Bu] Lemma 5.8, the recursion'. (14) .clearly is
finite-state of the form (3).
Lemma 2.6: (the subset-construction for ordinals < w2): ~o any
transition-system r of the form (1) with initial condition
E[-J and terminal condition L[-], one can construct a finite-
state recursion A of form (3)·with terminal conditionL'[']
such that, for any ordinal a. < w2 and any input X[O,a.L
[E.r. L] accepts X if and only if [A.L'] accepts X. That is
(:32'). E[ZO] A T'g<x.Z) A L[Za:] holds just in case the recursion.
A applied to X yields a final state y~ which satisfies
,L1[Ya.]. In fact, the recursion (14) is such an A, the terminal
.
·condition L' . being




Proof: As we have remarked earlier the proof'is by induction on
Ct· So we assume a. < w2 and for all t < " that the Sot
defined by (2 ) satisfies the recursion, (14) • Let X[O,,,] be,
an arbitrary a.-sequence. We ask the reader to make up the
formulas (14), obtained from (l4) by making the following
replacements:h,i,j,k,t,J,K by p,u,v,w,r,V,W; S,~,Q,~.P,R,Y,T.T·
by S.J-,Q,~,P.R,Y,T,T'~ V by U; ~ by ~ ; pet) by t.
Note that (14) contains the recursions which occur in Lemmas
4.2 .and 4.3, and in (7) of Section 4, as well as those of (11),
(12), and (13) of this section. By the results stated in these
. (using the induction assump~ion for Remark 2.1) it follows that
is just the set introduced in (2) (note that ° E U,,).
So we have
(a) b E SC,C
° " (:;rZ) .ZO = e A rg(X,Z) A Z" = b
The recursion (14) together with the terminal condition
c~~ E[c1 " bEL n so'Cn would therefore answer the requirement
in our lemma, except (14) is not finite-state. The lemma will be
proved if we can show Soa. = 50 '1.. To see this we once again use
the function uit which is defined:
(e)- i = p (t) .:0. uit' = t
.',
32.
This function shows in just which way the finite-state recursion
(14) simulates the "quasi finite-state" recursion (14).
Namely, we will prove:
The proof of (b) is by induction on t ~ a. The inductive steps
for (bl.b2.b3.bS.b6) follow exactly as in [BGl Lernnl" 4.4.' From the
proof of (b2) we also have for any limit x;s;; cr., (d) u = uiY "
(\'t")~u <= u(t) .:::>. (\'t)~' u = uit " (\'t)~i ~ i (t). We now give
a f~w consequences of (d). Suppose x is a limit ~ a, v is
",
the last member of Ux, and u is in Ux. Then u is in. uv' .
and by the induction hypothesis, u -, for some i in- Vv' .= U i V.
As u is in Ux we have (vt)x .u .. u (t) , and by (d) and (14) , i is
v',
in with (vt)~ This shows - isVx u = uit. argument that (e) v
v'
the last member of Ux A u in Ux • ::J. V (vt)x' u = u.t. A
i in Vx v' ~
slightly more complicated argument shows that (f) v is the last
member of Ux 1\ i in Vx • ::J. (vt)~ [i -
v'




-Now suppose z ~ wI' z ~ n, and v ·is the last member of Uz.
We show by induction on t, v < t < z, that Tvzt ~ Tuzt, Yvzt.~ yuzt,
Tvzt = Tuzt, and t in vt 1\ U = utt .~. [t E PVzt = U E Puzt] 1\
[L E Ilvzt " u E ~zt]. This then will yield the inductive step for
(b
7
, be' b g , b 10 , b ll )·
~7l:
- is in we know that z - - (c) ,lis v Uz (Vt)_ v .. v(t). From
v'
v= u v' , and thus by (d) and (14) we have that p (v) is in Vz.
p (v)
Hence, by (14) Yvzv' As - is in by (14)" T. v Uz,
and so y v' " Yuzv
l
•Vz
We now give the inductive step from t to t' • -Let v < t < z
and suppose p (t) is in Vz. Then by (f), p (t) - p (t) (t), and
thus by the induction hypothesis pet) is in Vt. But this is a
contradiction as 0 (t) is not in Vt, and so ~ < t < z .~ p (t)
clearly - is not in Uz, we haveis not in Vz. As v <t<z::::>t
by (14) , (14) • and the inductive assumption .on t that,
y t' " or t" Tuzt :; yuz
tl . The inductive step at limits followsVz VZ
directly from (14) • (14) • and the inductive assumption on t.
(bs): The inductive steps at non-limits is trivial. The result
for limits follows easily from the induction assumption on. t.
(bg): We have already seen in the proof of (b7) that p (v) is in
Vz and v is in Uz. Thus by (14). (14). P Vi = 0= P Vi.VZ UZ
We next sketch the proof of the inductive step from t to t'.
--Suppose v < t < z, t
of (b7) we have that
is in Vt', and
p (t) is not in
r = u t'. From the proof
L
VZ. and therefore by (14h
the induction assumption, and (c) (L# pet) .::>. v= uLtl. it
follows that
L E P t' ,,~[r .. ~t(t) " ~t E Puzt ] v [r = t " yuzt ]Vz
From this equivalence we have by (14) that L in p t' • ::>. uVz
in Puztl. For the implication in the other direction we note
that from r" p (t) we get. by (14). that p is in Ut and
therefore by the inductive assumptio~ p = ~t for some h
(in Vt). As t is isn't in Uz, the above remarks and equiva-
lence yield l in Pvzt' .~. u in Puztl. The proof of the
inductive step at limits is similar and will be omitted (see the
proof of (b6) in·[Biil Lemma 4.4). As·the proof of· (blO ) is almost
identical to that of (bg ) it too will be omitted.
35.
(bIl ): By (14), (bg)' and the inductive assumption we have,
v
j in Vz




Vz ::J n.t = u.z
J J
ujt. Thus it
in uz, and by (e) v in
follows from the above equivalence
v
v in Uz
From this equivalence we get by (14) (see Lemma 8.5) that
TVzt .~. Tuzt. The other implication follows from the above
equivalence as in the proof of (bg).
Lastly, we prove (b4). The inductive steps at 0, successors,
and wo-limits is given in [Bu] Lemma 4.4. We.nO"w."give the inductive
step at WI-limits z.
and the inductive assumptio~ we have,
Suppose i is in Vz and
SC,c v. A Tu ,z V ~zt]b (; i z _::- (:oJ1 Z t) [u t I "J,;t ., utt " utt E!'>;;VZ k in K t t
iii ,z V V[U t I"J,;t" (1i Uz t) 0= U t/\ U t E R t





Exactly as in the proof of (bII), from this equivalence and
(e, f) we have,
.=. vWC:Uz 1\win W
A (:il~t)b e Be'C[il t, u·
That b E S7'Cz = b E gC,Cz , follows as in the proof of (b g ) from~ u
the above equivalence.
We now have completed the proof of (b). It remains to note that
o is in all Vt. from t=l on. and' uot = O. By (b4 l this
yields the required SO~ = so~. Q.E.D.
Now all that. is needed for opr complementation lemma is a





Let zlc-P Wo and let
(vtl.[Vt ,.,.:. Wt .::>. Vt'J A [Vt A Wt .::>. UtJ
A (Yxl. (Y~t)Vt ::> Vx (x ranges over all limits)
(al (y~.Zt),ut - (:illf[V satisfies (*) A (:il~t)Wt A (V~tlVtJ'
Proof: Let W be cofinal z. For simplicity we abbreviate
w,z as W' , and- w,w,z as w+. Then we may define an iso-
morphism f: <W' ,< > ~ <:w+,< > by f(x) = ("y) .Wy " (vt)y - Wt.x
Now suppose U C W'. From the above isomorphism clearly
w' + W+U E 31 " feU] q~ But as W' E h· But as .W ' · E 3~ , by
lemma la7, U E 3~' " U E 3~ , and sim{larly as w+ E 3~'z by a
+
$W'zrelativized version of the same lemma we have feU] E 3~ E 1 •
Combining all these equivalences we have shown that
Us W' .~. U E 3~ " feU] E
yields (e) V ~ w+
$~' ~ a Therefore taking
-l[] w,z
.~. f V E.31 •
U to be
ASW+ E 3~'z we know that U E 3~'z " un w+ E 3~'Z' Now
by (e), un w+ E 3~'z " f-l[U n w+] E 3~' Using these two
equivalences, the definition of f and the fact that WI E $~
we get that (d) U E 3~'z " {v; (VY)v[;y" (vt); - Wt .~. UyJ} E p~.
Not let V= {v; (VY)v[wy" (Vt); - Wt .~. UYJ}. Note that V
satisfies (*), and in turn any V which satisfies (*) is a subset
of v. Thus, using (d) and our convention that nW'z _ 0
~l - if W






Lemma 2.8 (complementation lemma for ordinals < W2): To any
transition system r of the form (1) with initial and terminal
conditions E[ _.J and L[. J, one can construct a system
[E,f,LJ of the same form, such that for all ~ < w
2
' N (~Z).E[ZOJ A
r~(x,z) A L[Z~J .=. (~y).E[YOJA f~(X,y) A L[Y~J.
Proof: Given any system [E,r.L], using the previous lemma we
can construct an automata A of fo~ (3) with terminal condition
L' of equal behavior. Thus N(~Z).E[ZOJ A r~(x,z) A L[Z~J .=.
SUP~ - conditions by s~p~-conditions and Lemma 2.7 to replace
relativized sUPl-conditions by unrelativized sUPl-conditions in
A(X) = Y. The result is a non-deterministic system f ~ [E,f,L]
of the form (1) with the same behavior as [A,L I ].
Q.E.D.
Theorem 2.9 (definability in MT[a.,<], a < w
2
): To every
formula ~(X) of MT[~,<], a < w2 ' one can construct a transition
system r of form (1) with initial and terminal conditions E[.J
and L[.J (or a finite state recursion A of form (3) with
terminal condition L'[.J), such that for any ~-sequence 'X[O,~),
~(X) holds in [~,<J just in case r (A) accepts x[O.~J, i.e.
~(x) .". (~z) .E[ZOJ A r~(x,z) A L[Z~) (E(X) .". (~Y).Y =
A(X) A L'[Z~J}.
•
Proof: The prenex form lemma 1.5 of [Bilchi] will at first give
a system r o ' which is like (1), except that the transition
condition for wI-limits is a supo-condition,. ~l[SUP~z,zzJ.
Remark 1.3 shows that a sUPl-condition, ~l[suP~z,zzJ can pe
put in its place. The first part of the theorem now follows
by the elimination of quantifiers using the complementation
lemma. The part in parenthesies follows from this by one
further' application of Theorem 2.6.
Q.E.D.
.40.
3. ~ decision method for MT[a,<], ~ < w2
The decision method we now present is a non-deterministic
version of that found in [all] Section 4. We begin by briefly
Tepeating some definitions from [sll] Section 4.
Let us define the W2-behavior, beh w2r of a transition system
to be the set consisting of all inputs, X[O/~), accepted by f.
~eorem 2.9 then says that questions about definability in the MT
of ordinals < w2 are rea'lly questions ahout w
2
- regular events.
We define the w2-spectrurn of an MT-sentence ~ (in the primitive
<) to be the set of all ordinals ~ such that ~ holds in
[0..<]. Since an input for an "input free'· transition system' is an
•
ordinal ~, we have from Theorem 2.9,
Remark 3.1: To every MT-sentence ~ in <, we can construct an
In the sequel we will consider a fixed input-free transition-
(1) r~ (z) : (vt)~H[Zt.zt' ]
We also assume that K is the set of states of r (i.e~ of z)
with 5 = IKI and r = I@KXKI = 2 5 5. For each ~ < w2 and
v < WI we define the following operator G : K ... @K x K.
u.~
41.';'
(2) Gll,V [c] = {<C,d>;
zO = C A ZWiW~ = d A {Zt,O < t < WiW~} = C)
That is, <C,d> is in Gll,v[c] just in case there is a C-exact
wiw~ - run Z of r from c to d. We define composition
for these operators in the following way:
(3) = {<C,d>; ·v. <D,e> e G r [c] A
E
~ y,u0, ,e
<E,d> ~ G [e] A C = DUE}U,V .
From these we have the natural recursive definition for powers:
0 {<O,c>}G~,v(c] =
(4 ) G~,v[C] = G~,v[c]
Gh+l [ ] G h= G~,v[c]).l,V c ~,v 0
It is useful to note from (2) and (4) that for ~ < w2 ' v <: WI'
and h < wo ' <C,d> ~G~,v[cJ just in case there is a C-exact
wiW~h - run Z of r from. c to d. The operators of (2)
also satisfy the following absorption laws, the proofs of which
are as for (12) of [Bu] Section 4.
(5)
Y < \l < w1 .A II < w2 .~. GoG = G).l,V 1l,Y 1l,V
GoG, = G
1l,V v,y 1l,V




the place of the simpler F~ of rBu] ~ection 4. That these
Gu,v are more complicated is understandable as (1) is non-
deterministic.
(7) <C,d> E G [c]·"· Vr D C C ".5f [D,d] "11,V+J. D,e - 0_ .
<D ,e> E Gk [e] ]}
~,v







= Go,y . :>. [<C,d> E
<C,e> E G, [c)." <D,e> E G, [e]]]u,y u,y
(9) Jl = lim
i<w
=G .:::l.
o,y «C;d> E-G [cl~ ,0 • = .
v(D C C "~[D,d] ," <C,e> E Go,y[cl." <D,e>E Go,y[elTI
D,e













~ <D ,f> E Go [elle ED 0 ,0• 1
E G, [c]"u,y
(11) {]..I i; i < wI} aofinal closed u " = GJ: "=>.u,o
43.
Proof:
"Yt' ID1,d]." /I ~ID ,e] "A <C,.e>E Go [0]"
1 eED 0 'eED ,0
. 1 1
. (6): Let h be the least number such that <C,d> E
suppose h > r. Thus, there is a C-exact run





As h > r, a repetition must occur
among <O,e> = <CO/cO>' <c1,c1>, ... ,<ch,Ch
> = <C/d>, say,
<Cm,Crn> = <Crn+n,cm+n>, n > O. Then
zeo,wi w~rn)z[wi w~(rn+n},wi w~h] is a C-exact wi w~(h-n)-run
of r from c to d. Thus <C,d> G~~~(C], which contra-
dicts the assumption about h. This shows that h ~ rand
consequently, (6) is proved.
wU
,,+1
(7). : Suppose <C,d> E G +1 [0] and let x = Wo There isU,v 1
a C-exact run Z [0, x] from 0 to d. Let D = SUP~z.
Thus DC C and .5t'0 ID, d] • As {wU w~ n, n < wi converges1
to x, there is a state e and a subsequence
{w]l v wi which also converges to such thatWo In' n < x1 n'
•••
n < til .::.>. zwi w~ ffin = e 1\ {Zt; wi w~ ron < t < wi w~ rnn+1 } = D.
m
Thus, <e,e> E G~~v[C].A <D,e> E
m -m1 0
G~,v [e], and so by (6), there are
hi k ~ r such that <e,e> E <D,e> E Gk [e].
)1,V
This
shows that if <C,d> E G~,:~lrc], then the right side of (7) holds.
Conversely, D C c;..5t' [0, d] , <e,e? E h andsuppose Gll,v[C]'0
<D,e> E G~,v[e]. So there is a C-exact run Zl[O,,,i w~h] from
e to e, and a D-exact run Z2[0,"i "~kl from e to e. As
DC C and ~[D,d], Zl[O,"i ,,~ h] Z2[0,"i ,,~ k) Z2[O,,,i ,,~ k) "'d
is a C-exact run of r from c to d and therefore
(8): Suppose v = 1'-....... 'Vi I
i<w
i < w . :J. G = G.c ,
1l,Vi VIY
<C,d> E G [el
)1,V
and let x = ,,)1 v There is a C-exact run Z[0 ,x] from1 "0
e to d. Let D = sup~z • Thus DC C and ~[D,d]. As
=limv., {,,)1
Vi . i < OJ] to and so there isv " , converges x,i<w ~ 1
subsequence {,,)1
Vrni
i < OJ] which also toa i " , converges
z,,)1
v m·
such that i < . :J • ~ 1\x " "0 = e1
(Zt, ,,)1 w:mi < t < ,,)1 vmi+l) D."0 =1 1
Z[O,wi
urn'
SO 'J is a C-exact from to andWo run c e,
urn' u Vrni+lZ [w~
,
w~ w mi +1 ] is aD-exact from1 Wo , 1 0 wI -run
e to e. Since G = G we have by (2) ,
Il'V i o,y
<ere> E Go ,y [c] /I <O,e> E Go [eJ. This proves ( 8) with,y
.. =n replaced by II~II • The converse is shown as for (7) •
The pr60f of (9) is like that of (8) and will be omitted.
(10): The proo~ is basically a miniature version of the
proof of formula (5) of section 2. Let (a) {Vi; i < WI}
be cofinal-closed and (b) . :J 'G
V,V.
. , = GOrY'
First suppose <C,d> E GIl+1,OIcJ and wl1 +1z = 1 So
there is a C-exact run Z[O,z]' of r from c to d.
Let Thus, (e)
Ki[D1,d]. As we saw in the proof of formula (5) of
Section 2, there is a set P and for each e E Dl ,
sets P such that (d) e E Dl :JPell'~f , (e)e
P = U P is cofinal-closed Z, (f) e E Dl
/I P Y . :J . Zy = e,eED1
e e
(g) v < Y /I Pv /I Py . :J . {Zt; v < t < y} = D I (h)- 0
Py :J {Zt; ° < t < y} = C, and (i) Px :> supx.z = Do· By- 0
u·(a) , we may further assume (j) p C {w~ w '. i < w}. As1 o'
z is a run of K
0' by (d,e,f,i) it follows that
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(k) e E D1 ~5t;, [Do' el •
Let e E D1 • By
(d) there is, a y E P and by·e
(e/f/h) I Zy = e and {Zt; o < t < y) = C. Using (e,j)




is a C-exact w ~ - run of r from e to e. Thus1 a
by (2) , <C,e> E G1J ,v.
Ie] • By (b) , G = Go ' and
~
lJ,vi ,y
hence we have shown, (1) '/\ <C,e> EG6 [el.eED1
. ,y
Now let e, f .E D1 • By
(d) there are v,y such that
v < y, Pev, and Pfy· .By (e,f ,g) I Zv = e, Zy = f, and
{Zt; v < t<y)=D • Using (e I j) there are i < j < w1- a
v'
wll
v'such that v = wlJ w J. Y = w J and so Z [v,y] is a10' 1 a '
wll
v .
Do-exact w j - run of r from e to f. Thus by1 a
(2) , <0 , f> f. G [e] and so by (b) , <D .., f> EG6 [e].a Il,Vj a ,y
1\ <: D ,f'> EThis shows that (m) G6 [el. Thus froma . ,ye,fED
1
(a,b) and <C/d> ~ GlJ+1,o[c], we have shown (e/k,l,m) and
consequently (lO) holds with ":;" replaced by "=:I".
In the next two paragraphs we complete the proof by showing
the converse.
Suppose (a,b) and (n) Do ·= C, Jt;. ID1 ,dl, (0)
e E 0 1 :J~rDo,e], (p) e E D1 :J <C,e> E G6 Ie] ,,y
(q) e, f E 0 1 :J <Do,f> E G6 Ie] • Let,y
.'•
z = By (a), P •is cofinal
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P such that (r)e
closed z arid so PZ?f~ has no atoms. Thus there are sets
P = U Pe ' (5) e E 01 :0 Pe )!@~, andeED1
(t) e, f E 01
1\ e " f
• :0. Pe n P f = °. By (r, t) each
w~ ~i is in exactly of the P So there suchWo one . are e.1 e 1
P w~ Vi w~
v,
that (u) Wo
, (v) Pe W 1 • :0. e = e i , ande. 1 1 01
(w) e. E 01.1.
By (h,p,w) and (2), there is a C-exact run
of r from c to eo. Similarly, by (b,q,w), there are
Do-exact - runs Z[W~
1 of r from
ei to e i +1 " As
.p is aofinal closed Z and the runs .have
equal states where they overlap, we may splice all these runs
together to form a run Z[O,z). We prove that Z[O,z) is
a run of r as in the proof of (5) of section 2, using (0 ,w) .
Now complete this run to z by def~ning Zz = d. Using
(s,u,v,w) it is easy to prove and so by (n),
ZIO,z] is a C-exact run of r from c to d. Hence
<C,d>, t G~+l,orc]. This completes the proof of (10). The
proof of (11) is similar and will be omitted.
Q. E. 0.
We now show that for each ~ < w2 ' the G~,v become equal
from some q < won, thus extending Lemma 4.7 of [Btl].
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<G [e]; e E K>P,v
there are finite
Note that the G
P,V
takes on only finitely
p,m; In > 0, such that (a) G = G •lJ,P u,p+m
Now by induction on n,j,h < w using (a), <,4), and (7) I it is
" w h h
easy to show (b) (Vn,J,h) GlltP+n+rnj = G\.l,P+n" We now prove




If h = 1, then (e) follows by (b). Let h > 1. We now have













Thus, Gh . =
J..l ,p+n+JnJ Gj..llP+n' proving (e).
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Note that {p + mj; j < w}
converges to w. By (b), j
(8), <C,d> E G~,w[el .=. V[
D,e
< w .~. G + ," = G I and so by
IJ,P rnJ 1l,P
D ~,C "~[D,d] " <C,e> E G~,p[eJ "
<O,e> E G [el).
~,p
So by (7) and (e) we have
,.
<C,d> E G).l,w[c] . .:;. <C,d> E GJ,1,P+lo This proves Gi,w = Gi,p+l"
Now {p + 1 + rnji j < w) also converges to w, and so by (b),
j < w':J Gi,P+l+Inj = Gi,p+l" Using (7), (8), and (e) by a
similar argument we have <C,d> E G [e] .=. Vr DeC "~[D,dJ 1\
1.1,W D,e







~,w - G~,P+2· Letting qll = p+l,
we have (d) G = G
ll,qJ.l+1 " Now by (e) it follows thatll,qll
(e) G2 = G Using Cd, e) , (7) , (8) , it is easy to show byJ1,QjJ lJ,qll
(VV) w1 (Vh) ~Ghinduction on h,v that = G ,thus completing
~,V J.l , qll
the proof of the lemma. Q. E. D.
The above lemma shows that for any 11 there is a such
that G = G • As a matter of fact we have from theJ..l,Q1J IJ,QiJ+l
proof that q < 2s s 2(s = IK I> . The next lemma shows that-
a similar fact is true of the ~ part of the operator G
~,V
Lemma 3.4: There is a finite P such that G = Gp+l,D· PIO·
,50. '
Furthermore for such P, we have Gp,1 = Gp,20
Thus
By
takes on f~nitely many values.
G = Gp,O p+m,O
n, h, i, j, using Ca), (4), (7), (10), it is
(b) (Vn) m (Vh , i, j ) '" . Gh ,,=
p+n+m~/J
Proof: <G. Ole]; c €K>
1,




Gp+n,j A qp+n+rni "= qp+n0 Using the second part of (5), (4),
(b), and a proof similar to that used in the previously lemma,
we have (e) G + ,.p n, ) Now,
{p + rni; i < w} converges to W. By (b), G '0 =p+nn. , Gp,O
(9), (e)and so by (7), we have <C,d>. EGO [e] .=:.w,
V[ DeC A.!Ieo[D,d] A <C,e> EGO [eJ A <D,e> EGO [ellP, . P,D,e
• = • <C,d>EG l[eJ.p, Thus, Gw,O = Gp,lo As {p + 1 + mi; i < w}
converges to W, using (b), (7) I (9), (0) and a similar argument
Gw,o = Gp +1 Thus, Gp,l =
an inductive argument that
From this we canwe have
show by
Hence = G 1 'p+ ,qp+l and so by
G '1 l'pT ,
( ) w( ,W h hVh VJ)l G . = G +1 .•P,] P IJ
(10) and lemma 3.3 it follows
,that This proves the first part of the lemma.
Now assume that p is any finite ordinal such that
G - G By familiar argument, from this it follows thatp,O - p+l,O'
(d) (Vh,j)w(Vi)w Gh . h and (e)= Gi+l,j " qi = qi+lP ~,J
(Vh)w(V,)wGh . Now i i w) to= G .. {w l ' P ~ < converges1 J p, J Pd
and 50 by (d), (7) , (9) , (e), <C,d> EGO
W, .".VLDC·CAD,e
~[D,d] 1\ <C,e> E Gp,olc] 1\ CO,e> E Gp,o[el).:::. <C,d> E Gp,llc],.
Thus G O =G 1·•W, P, As also conve~ges to
W, a similar argument shows that G = Gw,a p,2 and so G = G ,p,l p,2
which completes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 3.5' Let G = Gp+l,O and for each i < p,p,O
G. = G·. l' Then for 1 < h < wO' V < w1 ' we have:~,q . ~,q.+1. 1.
i < P 1\ qi < v • =:>. GJ:' = G.1.,V ~,qi
(12) G if ~ ~ W V v r' 0p,l 0
P < ~ < w2




Proof: The first implication is a restatement of Lemma 3.3.
The second is proved by induction on hi ~, v. There are two
cases: w~w\lh e"Wo ' in which case G
h
= Gp,l' and1 0 ~,v
~ v in which Gh G These yieldw1woh t: w1 ' case = many~,v p, O'
subcases: V as successor or \l = 00
0
(in which case w~ is
the limit of an wo-sequence of we-limits or of an wo-sequence
of WI-limits) i v = 0 and ~ = Wo {in which case w~ is the
limit of an wo-sequence of wo-limits or of an wo-sequence
•
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of wI-limits) or v = 0 and ~ ~ wI (in which case wi is the
limit of a cofinal-closed wI-sequence of wo-limits). The
arguments for each are familiar and are the various parts of
Lemma 3.2 and both parts of Lemma 3.4. Q. E. D.
a =
For any p, every ordinal, a has a unique representation
p p-l 0
wl~ + 001 Vp_1+···+w1v O where each vi < wI; we call this
the p-expansion (base wI) of a. wi~ is the p-head (base 001)
of a and the rest of the expansion is the p-tail (base 001) of
We will now refer to it as the
a. Note that for each
qi






i < p and for any gi' vi has a unique
qi-l 0
00 0 k. _l+ .•• +wOk. O. This is the q~-~,qi~' ~





the i, qi-head of a and the rest is the i,q.-tail of
~ -- a. The
sequence «y.), k. l, .•. ,k. 0>' where (y;) is a if
~ ~,q.- 1, ~
~
and 1 otherwise, is called the i,qi-character of a,
denoted char. Ct.
--1,qi Next define
<0,0> if ~ = a
indexpCl = <I, 0> if
<0,1> if ~ # a A [~ is a successor or ~ ~ wI]
(i.e. if wi~ ~ wI)
We now define the
•
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denoted to be <indeXpo., charp-l,q la,p-
char 1 a, •.. ,charO a>. Note that associated with eachp- ,qp-2 ,qo
is a unique Pi q 1 -character.p- , .•. ,go
and eachn =whereby
We also have a unique representation
o
'Vn_1+···w1\lo'
we call this the w-expansion (base WI) of Q.. w~~ is the w-head
(base WI) and the rest is the w-tail (base WI)' Note that each
has in turn a unique representation· wOJ y. +o ~
m·-l>
w k. 1o ~rmi-
+.•• +wOk. 0 called the i,w-expansion of a. woWy is theo >,
a, denoted char. a.
~,w
is the i,w-character of
i,w-head of a, the rest the i,w-tail of (X; «y.) ,k. l""/k. 0>
~ 1,ID,- 1,
>
The w-index of a,
denoted indexwo. "is defined as follows:
<0,0> if ~ = 0
The w-character (base WI) of a denoted charwa, is defined to
be <index a, char 1 a,o .. ,char
O
a>.w n- ,W I W
We now introduce some abbreviations. For each ~ < w
2
and v < WI we define the operator as follo~vs:
•
v.
c,C c ~ D 1\ <C,d> ~ G [c]}~,V
•
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From (2) we see that F [0] consists of all states which are
ll,V
w~-run of H,~,.5tJ, starting from someattainable via an























where indexpo. = <n,m>
...
Theorem 3.6 (the normal form for sentences): Let r be an MT-
sentence in <. There are finite numbers P,qp-l, ... ,qo operators
GO 0'·'" GO ,G1 0 I' •• , G1 ' •• • ,G -1 O,···,G -1 ; GO' G 1I ,go' ,ql p, P ,qp-l P, P,
on a finite set K, and E, L,c K such that for any a < w2 ' L
holds in [a, <] J'ust in case F [E] n L 4 0char "r
p,qp-l."" ,go
(using the previous abbreviations).
Proof: Using Remark 3.1 we can construct an inpu~-free transition
system r = [H,Jfb~] within!tial condition E and terminal
•
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condition Land K equal the set of states of r such that




be defined from (2), and let P,qp-l, ... ,qo be defined
3.3 and 3.4. The proof of the theorem is straight-
forward and follows from Lemma 3.4, definition- (2) I (13), (14),
and noting that by (5), G loG 0 =
P, P,
Gp,l Q. E. D.
The system ~;E;F , ••• F 1 IF O,F 1] is a, p- ,qp-l P, P,
finite transition algebra working on words over the input
states {<i,j>; i ~ p.l\ j < q.} in the usual sense of
- 1
finite automata. We may also (see [Bu J Section 4) interpret it
as a free algebra. relative to the absorption laws:
(15) k < j G. . 0 G. k = G..
1,J 1, 1,)
h > i ° "'0 = G..1,J
G = Gp,O p+l,O
of
In this case an input is a Piqp+l, .•. ,qo-character. We call
these automata, ~;EiFO O,·",F -1 ,F O,F 1; L]
, P ,qp-l p, p,
p; qp_l,·.·,qo-absorption automata. Their behavior are sets
p; qp_l,···,qo-characters, and Theorem 3.6 take the form:
Theorem 3.6: The w2-spectrum of any MT-sentence ,r consists
of' all a -< w2 whose p; qp-l'." ,qo-characters are accepted
by an appropriately chosen p; qp_l, ..• ,qo-absorption automata .
•
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Let r be an MT-sentence in a and let P,gp-l, ..• ,qo be
as in Theorem 3.6. From Theorem 3.6 we see· that if r has a
cardinality < w2 ' then it has one of cardinality








< WI then it has a model of cardinality
Thus the NT of all well-orders of cardinality
< w2 is equal to the MT of all
orders of cardinality
a < w~, and the MT o~ all
is equal to the MT of all
well-
a < In {Bul Section 4 we made these observations in
the case where .i = O. The following theorems now follow as
in IBu] Section 4-.
Theorem 3.6": The following four Boolean algebras are isomorphic:
the alqebra of w2-spectra of MT-sentences, the Tarski-Lindenbaum
algebra of the MT-theory of all well-orders of cardinality
< w2 ' the algebra of all sets of -ordinals MT-definable in
IW~,<], the algebra of all absorption-regular sets.
Theorem 3.7: For any ordinals a,a < w2 the system [a,<] and
ra,<] are MT-equivalent just in ?ase charwa = charwS.
is axiomatizableMTla,<lThen
w n-l 0
and let wI~ + WI Vn_I+",+w1v O be
a where each Vi is of the form
LetTheorem 3. 8:
(i.e. standard axiornatizable in the sense of [BS'J and
.'•
•
(a) If ~ = Yn-l=.,,=YO = 0, then Ia,<] is MT-catego~i~al and
finitely MT-axiomatizable.,
(b) If ~ ~ 0 or some Yi # 0, then [a,<] is neither MT-
categorical nor finitely MT-axiomatizable. Furthermore, Ia,<l
n-l 0
is MT-equivalent to [a,<] where a = n + wi 0 l+···+w 60 ,m n- 0
w i~l 0
each 0; is wo(Y;) + Wo k. l+."+w k. 0' and n = 0... ... ~ ,rni - 0 ~_,
if l.I - 0, n if and if
Proof: We begin by defining some formulas and stating some
properties of these. Further discussion may be found in [BS].
Also, the reader may want to return to [Bu] Section 1 for an











(\Ix) (JY). Y > x /I. Lm. .Iy]
~, J
-Ace /I. (\Ix) (1Y). Y> x /I. Lm. 0 [Y]o ~,
Lm.. V Lrn, '+1
~,J. ~,J
Lim, , " - Lim, '+1
~,J ~,J








ordinals ;in Lm. '.
~, J Similarly just in case




It is desirable to have Lm. . C: LnL k1,) - ---h, for
<i,j> < <h,k> in the lexigraphical order on w x w. Now this
is true except, unfortunately, in the case where j ~ 0 A k = O.
This property is however true of
is a limit of order exactly
a limit of
we define is"
(it is for this reason
we say that
a E lim. . means
I 1,J














and thatlim.. ;;: Lm . . A - Lm. '+1
1,) . 1,) 1,J
a = ~ + wi w~ for some ~ where
lim.. >- [a,<]
~, J




(']X , ••• ,x 1) [x < •• ·<x 1 At)L~m.. [·xkl A (Vy) -Lim. ""-1(y]1o n- 0 n- - k n 1,) X
o
.1.'-'" IJ
V[lim.. A (']X ••• x 2)[ x <···<x 1 A /\ Lim.. [x. 1 A
o 1,) 0, I n- 0 n- k<n-l 1,J K
For the above we make the convention that (1Xo' .. '-'Xm_1)l!.:: T,
if m < O. Note that T':' >- r",<J if and only if there is a
1, j
<
i ",j and such that 0 i ",j withv "'1 a ~ ~ = or ~ ~ wI0 0'
+ i wjn +" = ~ "'1 v.0
u .. (6) : [Lim.. A 6l V 1_ Lim.. A (Vx) [Lim.. [xl
1,J 1,J 1,J 1,)
A (Vy) (Lim.. [yJ::>y < x) ·::>·6[xlJl
~,J




i ithat x E Lim .. , if it exists (i.e. if ex.:: wl wo ) I satisfies 11.1, J
We also have the following formula I< ' where I >- [a,<JW2 <W 2
just in case a < w2 0
Now let a be as in the statement of the theorem and let
i < n. If mi ~ 0, then (1j)k.. '" 0 and so let1, J
1. = (~j)k .. ,. O. We define
~ ~, J
if m. = 0
1
f phar . a1,W
=







{rchar. U U. m (Lim'+l oj) if Yi = 0"
LChar.
1,W 1, i ].,=
"1,W
{rehar . IX u-u. (Lim'+l oj) U {U. (Lim. k)}1 , m. ]., k< 1 , m. 1,1,W 1 W 1
if Yi ,. 0
(U O(F)} if .... = 0n, ,
Iindexwo. = (Un,O(ACCO)} U h~k<W{ - Un,O (li~,k)} if ~ <0 W0
U h~k<W{ - Un,O (li~,k)}
V ~ successor
{Un,O (Accl ) } if ).l ~ {VI




The 'proof of the theorem now follows from Theorem 3.6, using
lcharwQ as an axiornatization for MTla,<]. Q. E. D.
Theorem 3.8: (the decision method): There is a method which
applies to any MT-sentence r in <, and to any w-character
(base wI)' ~, and which decides whether or not r holds in the
system [a,<J, where a < 00 2 and charwQ = n.
Proof: Going over the proofs which lead'to Remark 3.1 one can
make up a procedure which constructs the input-free system.










D !: C Idt';[D,d] A
(lh,k)r<C,e>
q. = (~j)G .. = G. '+1
1 ~,J ~/J
hE G. . [e]
~,J











stopped when we reach a go
exists by Lemma 3.3).





when we reach a ql such that This above
procedure is continued producing GO,O,GO,1, ... ,G1 ,O, ..• ,G2 ,O".'
until we reach a p such that G = G (which exist byp,a p+l,O
Lemma 3.4). E,r,L, Go,o, ... ,Gp,O,Gp,l,P,qp_l, ... ,qo will then
serve for Theorem 3.6. Now rewrite the w-character TI as a
P;qp-l, .•. ,qo - chara~ter, T. From the
make the abbreviations of (18) and (19)
G. . above we can
~.J
and thus we can evaluate
F , [E l • By Theorem 3.6 F, [E l f1 K I 0 just in case· I holds
in [a.,<], where is such that
Q. E. D.
corollary 3.9: For any tl < w2 ' MT Itl,<] is decidable. The
decision method depends only on the w-character (base wl ) of tl.
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